Tucson Memories Quilt
This quilt is an excellent way to combine beautiful fabrics using easily pieced blocks. The
finished quilt as shown here is approximately 49” x 64 1/2”.

Supplies

Instructions
1.

ØØ 2/3 yd of Fabric A or six 11” x 11”
squares (center of Block A)

Fussy cut six 11” x 11” Fabric A squares
OR cut two 11” strips from Fabric A and
cut them into six 11” x 11” squares.

ØØ 7/8 yd. of Fabric B accent in all
blocks)
ØØ 1/2 yd. of Fabric C (center
of Block C) and outer border
cornerstones
ØØ 1 1/4 yds. Fabric D (center of
horizontal and vertical Block B)
ØØ 2 1/4 yds. Outer Border and
Binding fabric, 3 1/2 yds. Backing
fabric

2.

Cut three 5 1/2” strips from Fabric
D and cut them into eight 5 1/2”
x 11” rectangles. Cut six 3” strips
from Fabric B and cut them into
sixty eight (68) 3” x 3” squares.
Using some of the 3” Fabric B
squares, snowball the corners of the
Horizontal Block B.

Be sure to sew a consistent 1/4”
seam. Pressing carefully yields
better results.
You can use any of the stripes
from the outer border fabric to
make your outer borders. When
cutting the outer border stripes
be sure to cut them very carefully so that you can use the
leftover stripes as the binding
for the quilt.
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Instructions (Continued)
3.

Cut two 11” strips from Fabric D
and cut them into nine 5 1/2” x 11”
rectangles. Using the remaining 3”
Fabric B squares (from previous step),
snowball each of the corners of the
Vertical Block B.

6.

Cut two 5 1/2” strips from Fabric C and
cut them into twelve 5 1/2” x 5 1/2”
squares. Cut four 3” strips from Fabric
B and cut them into forty eight (48)
3” x 3” squares. Using the 3” Fabric B
squares, snowball each of the corners of
the Block C.

4.

Sew the blocks into rows. Sew the
rows together. Be sure to press seams
carefully.

7. There is no inner border for this quilt
(the outer border provides the look of
an inner border).
8. Cut two of the stripes the length of the
quilt top from the Outer Border fabric.
Apply to the left and right sides of the
quilt.
9. Cut two more stripes the width of the
quilt top. Cut four Fabric C squares the
size of the outer border width. Sew one
square to each end of the outer border
stripes. Sew to the top and bottom of
quilt.

5.

Arrange the A blocks in a 2 x 3
layout with Horizontal (HB) and
Vertical (VB) B blocks and C
blocks. .

9. Quilt as desired.
10. Using the leftover 2 1/2” strips of the
border stripe fabric, bind as preferred.
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Tucson Memories Quilt
49” x 64 1/2”

To make this quilt using the Tucson collection
from Elizabeth’s Studio Fabrics,
you will need the following amounts of each SKU number:

Fabric A (ES7100 Black - 1 set panels):
cut each square 11” x 11” (6)
Fabric B (ES471 Black - 7/8 yd.):
10 strips @ 3”, subcut 3” (29)
Fabric C (ES471 Clay - 1/2 yd.):
2 strips @ 5 1/2”, subcut 5 1/2” (12)
Fabric D (ES200 Blue - 1 1/4 yds.):
3 strips @ 5 1/2”, subcut 11” (8)
11 strips @ 11”, subcut 5 1/2” (9)
Wide Outer Border (ES485 Terracotta - 1 1/2 yds.):
6 strips @ 5 1/2”
Binding (ES485 Terracotta - 1/2 yd):
7 strips @ 2 1/2” (included in outer border fabric)
Backing: 3 1/2 yds.

Another fun pattern from

Sharon Wilhite
Be sure to visit us at
www.DragonLadyQuilts.com

